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WOW Stories: Connections from the Classroom is a regular on-line publication of WOW 
containing vignettes written by classroom educators about children’s experiences reading and 
responding to literature in the classroom setting.
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Exploring Cultural Identity Through Literature

This issue of WOW Stories: Connections from the Classroom shares four vignettes from 
classrooms where teachers and students explore identities by connecting with global and 
multicultural literature. While the students in question range from preschoolers to graduate 
students, each student is able to extend their understandings of their own cultures and the cultures 
of others through their experiences with quality literature.
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In the first vignette, Angie Zapata shares how she helped a Korean American bilingual preschooler 
connect with literature related to her cultural background. Next, Maria Perpetua Liwanag, Koomi 
Kim and Peter Duckett describe how elementary students used multicultural literature to explore 
their own names and identities. In the third vignette, Laura Kanost shares how bilingual first 
graders interacted with Latino literature in ways that enacted their identities as Mexican 
Americans, Americans, and Texans. Finally, I describe my use of identity intersections as a 
learning engagement to help undergraduate and graduate students explore their own cultural 
identities and the cultural identities of book characters.

As you read this issue, think about how you connect students of all ages with literature in ways that 
promote intercultural understandings. Consider sharing your innovative practices by submitting a 
vignette to WOW Stories. We are interested in descriptions of interactions with literature in 
classrooms and libraries at preschool through graduate levels. See our call for manuscripts and 
author guidelines for more information.

Janine M. Schall

Editor, WOW Stories: Connections from the Classroom

“No, I Don’t Want To!” Nurturing Contexts for Sharing Culturally Specific Literature

Angie Zapata

My work as a literacy tutor involved planning literature-based lessons for Seoyoung, an emergent 
Korean American bilingual learner. During an initial observation in her pre-kindergarten 
classroom, I watched Seoyoung transform from a thoughtful block architect to a playful 
Tyrannosaurus Rex and a doting mommy. Amazed at her ease with taking up such a variety of 
conditional roles from different worlds, I presumed this facility would transfer between her Korean 
and American lives as well. Instead, Seoyoung compellingly revealed how, in just four years, she 
had already marked both linguistic and cultural borders between her home and school. In this 
vignette, I story my learning from Seoyoung and the profound impact her justly founded resistance 
had on the ways I share culturally specific literature in the classroom.

Seoyoung attended a culturally and linguistically diverse elementary school. Her parents were both 
international graduate students at the local state university, both fully bilingual/biliterate and very 
interested in their daughter’s development as a bilingual/biliterate child. To my surprise, 
classroom observations indicated Seoyoung spoke, read, and wrote almost exclusively in English, 
despite having access to Korean specific picturebooks, Korean speaking peers and a teacher who 
took great care to represent a Korean life within her classroom. With her parents, however, 
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